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About Sarvaha Systems 
 
Company:   
 
Sarvaha Systems was founded by two software architects, with more than 30 years of combined 
software design and development experience, in November 2011. We provide mature software 
development expertise and passion to build quality products.  We have experience building products for 
large enterprises as well as mid-sized and early stage startups. Our core strengths are in enterprise 
grade server side applications built using Java and PHP and mobile applications on iPhone and Android 
using HTML5, CSS3 and Javascript. We are specialists in architecting and building scalable web 
applications. We also specialize in development of search based applications that process and analyze 
structured, unstructured and contextual data using open source technologies such as Lucene, Elastic 
Search and no-SQL databases such as MongoDB and using machine learning techniques.  

 
Technology Experience:   
 
Languages: Java, PHP, R, Javascript, C, C++, Shell Scripting 
Databases: Oracle, MySQL, PostgreSQL , SQL Server 
Amazon Web Services: DynamoDB, S3, Cognito, Lambda Functions, EC2 
No-SQL: MongoDB 
Machine Learning: Statistical Machine Learning, Neural Networks, Classification and Clustering 
Semantic Web Technologies: Ontologies,  RDF, OWL, Jena, SPARQL, Reasoners 
Textual Search: Lucene, Solr, ElasticSearch, Terrier 
Distributed Computing: Hadoop, Spark, Mahout, PVM, Custom Grid computing 
App/Web servers: JBoss, Apache Tomcat, Jetty, Weblogic 
Data technologies: PL/SQL, Hibernate, iBatis/Abator, XML/XSL/XPath, LDAP 
Java Stack: JSP, JMS, EJB, JAXP, JAXM, JAXR, Struts, Stripes, Spring, REST, SOAP 
Javascript: Ext.JS, D3.js, JQuery, Angular.js, Node.js 
LAMP Stack: PHP5.3+, CodeIgniter, Symfony2, Doctrine, Twig, SwiftMailer. 
Platforms/OS: Windows, Linux, Android, iOS, Solaris 
Mobile: Native Android & iOS, Sencha Touch SDK, FeedHenry, PhoneGap, JQuery Mobile, HTML5, CSS3 
Tools: Ant, Maven, Hudson/Jenkins, Artifactory, CloudBees 
Agile development: Slack, BitBucket, GitHub, Jira, Rally, Unfuddle and ExtremePlanner  
Automation:  Selenium, SoapUI, CURL, JMeter 
 
Customer Engagement:  
 
We provide end-to-end custom software development services to our customers. Our people work 
closely with the customer and its technical staff to understand the requirements and cohesively 
integrate with their global teams. We provide time and material as well as fixed cost engagement 
models. We follow agile methodologies for software development and run a very tight quality control 
mechanism to ensure reliable and timely software development. 

 
 

http://lucene.apache.org/core/
http://www.elasticsearch.org/
http://www.elasticsearch.org/
http://www.mongodb.org/
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Portfolio Overview 
 

Sarvaha has built both enterprise server side as well as mobile applications for a variety of customers.  
Our customers include UNSW, Predii, Geojobtrack, Globealpha, Cloudamize , Qualcomm, SAP Sybase 
and number of startup companies. The following list of application gives a flavor of gamut of 
applications our team has built so far.  

Mobile Applications 
Sarvaha has built mobile applications for use by enterprise user and general consumers who buy apps 
via mobile app stores. The applications were built on iPhone and Android based smartphones. Some of 
the applications were developed using the platform's native programming language and SDKs, while 
others were written using cross-platform development tools such as PhoneGap, HTML5, CSS3, Sencha 
Touch and JQuery mobile. 

 

Machine Learning and Search Based Applications 
Our team has been building for last 6 years semantically intelligent applications to analyze large 
heterogeneous datasets using NLP, Machine Learning models and Ontologies to solve complex 
enterprise problems. We have expertise in writing scalable search based applications that make use of 
distributed processing frameworks such as Hadoop and NoSQL stores such as MongoDB along with 
search tools such as Lucene and ElasticSearch. We understand many open-source text mining and ML 
tools such as Stanford NLP, Apache Mahout and Jena. More importantly we bring the intuition to use 
the right method to solve a customer's problem after understanding the domain requirements.  

 

Enterprise Applications 
Our experience with Java enterprise applications stretches back to early 2004. We have developed 
Vehicle and Pet tracking applications for large enterprises such as Qualcomm as well as consumer facing 
web applications for early stage startups. The web applications were written using popular and open 
source Java and PHP frameworks. For some our recent customers, the server side end points were 
coded in Node.js as well. We have good familiarity with cloud based application development with 
specific expertise in Amazon's cloud services. The senior architects in the organization have significant 
experience in Java, PHP, C, C++ and protocol server/client implementations. 
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Mobile Applications 

CDSI iPhone App 
An app for a large plumbing pipe, fittings and valve manufacturer. It provides a catalogue of all the 
products sold by the company. It also allows clients to see the invoices and track the delivery of their 
order in real-time on a map. A separate app for the driver allows him to see deliveries for the day and 
mark completed deliveries. 

Objective C, Apple iOS maps. 

Our work involved bundling the catalogue, creating UI layout for navigating through the catalogue, calling 
ERP web-services to get the drop locations, save delivery details, show driver location and ETA on the 
map. 
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TAPOS: A food delivery management app 
This app is used at many restaurants in Pune to manage food deliveries. The app is deployed on a 
tablet/phone for use by the person who takes food deliveries on phone.  

Android, Java  

The client had an app running on older version of Android. Our task was to test the app for compatibility 
testing till API 16 release. Then we added some screens and fixed related to order reads via SMS, sending 
JSON request to backend Ruby app, discount calculation screen.  
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Mapro Daily Sales Report Mobile App 
This cross platform mobile app was built for Falero division of Mapro, a fruit processing company. The 
app is used by 100+ sales representatives of the company spread all over Maharashtra. The app allows 
the management to access real-time sales data funneled via a backend app and attendance.  
Angular.js, Bootstrap, Cordova. 

1. Worked with sales people from Falero to understand the requirements and designed mockups.  
2. Built a web and mobile client. Had a few user sessions using the app.  
3. Went through a few iterations adjusting the functionality through feedback sessions.  
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Geopier Jobtrak iPad mini app 
An iPad mini cross platform application for use by field force of rig operators and quality supervisors 
involved in ground stabilization pier drilling. 
Angular.js, PhoneGap, JQuery Mobile, Bootstrap Themes 

1. Design and development of the UI screens 
2. Use of REST APIs to authenticate, fetch job data and submit user generated data 
3. Complete offline operation using local storage and index DB, generate a change log and audit 

trail for user operations 
4. Generation of daily field reports 
5. Use of angular.js for device side MVC, PhoneGap for native builds  
6. Support for taking pictures on site and viewing PDF documents in the app  
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GlobeAlpha Mobile App 
A cross-platform mobile app for GlobeAlpha. The app was built in under 6 weeks with a couple of design 
iterations. 
Angular.js, PhoneGap, HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap. 

1. Made changes to the backend web app to expose business logic via REST APIs.  
2. Built the cross-platform app using Cordova and generated target builds using BPG 

(build.phonegap.com). 
3. Tested with Nexus 5 for Android. iPhone testing currently underway.  
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Flight Reservation Mobile App 
A mobile app built for Aer Lingus for airline reservations and enquiries. Runs on Android, iPhone and 
iPad. 
JQuery Mobile, Node.js, FeedHenry 

1. Ported existing Rhino code to Node.js 
2. Integrated booking functionality into the new version of the app. 
3. UI development using JQuery Mobile 

  

http://www.feedhenry.com/developer/
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NEST Family Organizer 
A family organizer (YouTube link) app on a large tablet. http://www.nestorganizer.com 
Sencha Touch 1.1, Google Calendar, Maps and Tasks API, HTML5, CSS3 

1. Integration and data sync with Google APIs for Calendars, Tasks and Maps 
2. UI development using Sencha Touch widgets 
3. HTML5 persistence for local storage 
4. CSS3 styling 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWnrCdFO5xI
http://www.nestorganizer.com/
http://www.sencha.com/products/touch
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Global Support Services Mobile App 
A tickets and case management system for world wide support organization of VMWare. Runs on both 
iPhone and Android devices. 
Sencha Touch 2, Node.js, SalesForce APIs, HTML5, CSS3 

1. UI Development in Sencha Touch 
2. Server side (cloud) implementation using Node.js  
3. Integration with SalesForce APIs for tickets and case management 

  

http://www.sencha.com/products/touch
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Gifts and Courtesies Mobile App 
A universal mobile app to manage gifts and courtesies request and approval process at VMWare. Runs 
on Android and iPhone devices. 
Sencha Touch 2, Node.js,  HTML5, CSS3, SharePoint APIs 

1. UI Development in Sencha Touch 
2. Server side (cloud) implementation using Node.js  
3. Integration with SharePoint APIs for request and approvals 

  

http://www.sencha.com/products/touch
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Vehicle Tracking App on Android 
Real-time vehicle tracking using Android smartphones.  
Android SDK, Java 

1. Uses web services to authenticate and get the position data from the server 
2. Plots the position on Google Maps. Has live as well as historical view of the data. 
3. Uses SQLite for caching. 
4. Displays different types of reports related to the vehicle activity, in tabular and graph format.  
5. Allows setting of alert configuration for speeding or out of track alerts. 
6. Allows creation of geofences for landmarks. 
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Machine Learning and Analytics Applications 
 

Big data analytics for automotive repairs 
A bespoke app for semantic analysis of multi-decade automotive repairs data. Using sophisticated 
machine learning techniques and machine generated  taxonomies, provided insights into the data to 
predict repairs, classify and cluster repair orders and delivered domain specific tools to consume 
intelligence of the platform. We continue to build applications to provide insights into other datasets 
such as OEM content, parts database and repair trends. 
Java, Sencha Ext.js,D3.js, MongoDB, Hadoop, Stanford NLP, Lucene 

1. Built core of the analytics platform that runs NLP and ML processing.  
2. Highly parallelized and scalable processing of data using custom map-reduce and queues. 
3. Tuned the heavy duty processing to make optimal use of high-end servers with 256G RAM and 

large number of cores.  
4. Built highly sophisticated dashboard to visualize intelligence and metadata, search through 

millions of records in sub-seconds and filter on features. 
5. Built webservices to allow other customer facing apps to use the metadata generated by ML. 
6. Work generated a couple of patents (pending). 
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Information Retrieval System for clinical researchers 
We are building an information retrieval  system for Translational Cancer Research Center, UNSW. The 
goal is to build a system for use by doctors to determine for a given patient the risk factor of disease. 
The system uses the patient’s medical history, extracts relevant features, and uses medical vocabularies 
and taxonomies to construct a query. This query is executed against the information retrieval system 
that uses machine learning to rank the relevant medical articles for the patient.  This provides a 
personalized view into the medical corpus for each patient given the patient’s case history.  
Java, C, C++, Stanford NER, Terrier, Lucene, SVNRank 

1. Built several learning-to-rank models (LETOR) to determine the most relevant model given the 
requirements of the researchers. 

2. Used different feature extraction methods for determining diseases from case history and 
medical articles 

3. Built web applications for researchers to help tune the learning models and search applications  
4. Learned a lot of medical concepts, taxonomies and vocabularies.  

 
 

TranSMART Customizations and loading of clinical studies 
TranSMART is a highly complex open-source application used by biomedical researchers to analyze 
clinical trial studies. Our client wanted us to add some new features, modify existing features and port 
the application to Windows. The work also involved tweaking configuration, integrating R Server and R 
scripts and loading of private studie. 
R, RServe, Java, PostgreSQL 

1. Added self-signup for users to support public users. Public users get a read-only role.  
2. Restrict access to data and views based on user role and result size to protect privacy.  
3. Ported to Windows. Created patches for PostgreSQL scripts, fixed R Scripts, file path 

configurations and modify source code as required for Windows.  
4. Load private studies and debug issues. 
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Enterprise Applications 

 

Geopier Jobtrak Web application 
A Java web application used by franchises to sign up, create users and provision ground stabilization 
Geopier  jobs. Provides REST interface for use by device applications. 
Java 1.7, Spring Roo, Spring Security, Hibernate, Apache PoI, JQuery, MySQL, CloudBees Jenkins for 
continuous Integration and cloud deployment  

1. A web application to manage head-office function and interact with iPad mini application. 
2. Franchises can sign up, create users, create jobs, import Excel spreadsheet based job data and 

pier planned attributes and assign the jobs to the rig teams.  
3. Exposes REST web services to the device app to fetch jobs assigned to the logged in user. Uses 

role based permissions to allow CRUD operations on Job and Pier data.  
4. Spring security based permissions management.  
5. Git, Maven and Jenkins based source control, build and continuous integration. Use CloudBees 

to manage cloud based continuous integration and application deployments. 
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GlobeAlpha Webapp 
A classified website that caters to businesses as well as individuals to offer products and services.  Built 
web as well as mobile application. 
PHP, CodeIgniter, ElasticSearch, MySQL, Angular.js, PhoneGap, PayPal integration. 

1. Asked to take over development of this behind schedule, in-distress product. 
2. Re-architected the product for scalability, migrated to a dedicated cloud-based server, added 

data migration and backup. 
3. Integrated ElasticSearch for intelligent and fast textual searches throughout the product. 
4. Integrated PayPal for payments. 
5. Cleaned up and enhanced user experience, added features to support new categories of 

customers in food and drink businesses. 
6. Built web-services for supporting a mobile app. 
7. Implemented a cross-platform mobile app for use by business users as well as customers.  
8. Built a communication platform for interaction between website and its users for notifications, 

coupons, renewals and subscriptions. 
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Cloudamize (formerly CloudConfidence.net) 
A SaaS based Cloud Planning and Optimization Platform 
Java 1.6, AWS SDK for Java, Struts2, Hibernate 3.0, , Nagios, Quartz, Google + High Charts, 
PostgreSQL9.1. 

1. Built algorithms for cloud instance analysis and cost prediction 
2. Exposed some of the Amazon AWS Console functionality for managing cloud instances 
3. Wrote web application to allow configuration and monitoring, includes AWS account 

configuration, user management, agent or agentless monitoring, visualization using charts etc. 
4. Wrote the scheduling and email notification system for reporting alerts and analysis.  
5. SSL configuration for secure (HTTPS) web application access. 
6. Tuned Tomcat based production environment and managed staging for PoCs. 
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Maps By Locals 
An itunes like consumer marketplace for map makers to sell customized maps and tour information. 
Java1.6, Tomcat, Stripes, Hibernate, MySQL, Google Maps API, JQuery, Lucene 

1. Web applications to create, validate, publish and sell maps.  
2. Social network integration (FB, Twitter). Supports importing of map data in GPX formats 
3. Administrator UI for map approval and moderation 
4. Integration with PayPal for payment processing 
5. Production deployment and support 
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Tagg: The Petracker  
A pet tracking application built for Qualcomm. Hosted at Pettracker.com 
Java 1.6, Stripes, Spring, Hibernate, Jetty, Bing Maps, Oracle 11g, Selenium 

1. Worked with onshore team of architects and senior developers to build the web application and 
web services that interact with the tracker device management system. 

2. Built the front end - dashboards, activity monitoring, provisioning of pets, tracker devices & 
preferences, CSR user's screens - using JQuery, JSP, CSS. 

3. Worked on backend SOAP web services. 
4. Contributed to database design, usability design reviews and bug fixes. 
5. Built the entire automation suite for the web app using Selenium and ran nightly tests  and per 

iteration tests. 
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Qualcomm Omnivision Metro  
A Fleet management application from Qualcomm 
Java 1.5, Stripes, Hibernate, JBoss, Quartz, Google Maps, Google Charts, MS SQL Server 

1. Started with just an architect onshore and an architect here. Built a prototype in 3 months and 
got a buy-in to build the full app. 

2. Built a team of 10 developers, 2 QA and 3 usability designers. 
3. Built the backend TFTP server to receive GPS data feed and process vehicle records.  
4. Built the front end to display dashboard, Google Map based realtime tracking, Ext.JS based 

onscreen reports and JasperReports based downloadable reports. 
5. Contributed to database design, scheduling using Quartz. 
6. Built the entire automation suite for the web app using Selenium and ran nightly tests.  

 

 

 


